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A Buyer Overview On 
Packing/Shipping/Pick Up 

Our auctions result in many successful off-site buyers winning literally thousands of items in a 72 hour auction time period. 
Immediately after close of the auction, all items need to be carefully packed, removed from the auction site, then moved to 
RPA warehouse. There, lots are unpacked and re-assembled to match the buyer invoice. Once inventory is matched to client 
buyers, the items need to be carefully packed again and shipped to arrive to the buyer safely and in the same condition as 
when sold. All this extra service needs to be completed in a reasonable amount of time. Rich Penn Auctions is working hard 
to address these ongoing shipping challenges we 're faced with today. To improve the process we've integrated our packing 
and shipping with the ShippingSaint. 

It is the buyers responsibility to take packing, delivery and insurance costs into consideration when bidding on lots. 

After the close of an auction or after the final day of multiple auction sessions, successful buyers will receive an email & 
text notice from ShippingSaint with instructions to follow regarding the shipping or pick up of purchases. It is the buyers 
responsibility to ensure these notices are acknowledged. 

As a courtesy to buyers, Rich Penn Auctions is the in-house shipper of all standard size items. Packing, materials and 
actual shipping costs for UPS, FedEx and USPS will be invoiced through ShippingSaint after the items are packed. It is 
the buyers responsibility to confirm the correct shipping address. Its also the buyers responsibility for any added costs 
due to re-directing shipments or missed deliveries. 

Please allow 10 to 21 days after payment of purchases for the shipping of most items. Buyers of multiple quantities or 
non-standard items should allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery. For oversized items and items in excess of 100 lbs., it will be 
the buyers responsibility to make shipping arrangements. Rich Penn Auctions can facilitate the shipping of oversized 
items upon the buyers request. 

Buyers may pick up their purchases the day after the auction ends and the following Monday after the close of all auction 
sessions. No shipping or pick ups will be available Tuesday after close of auction sessions. 

Ownership or title of all lots passes to the successful bidder when the auctioneer says "SOLD" and we recommend that 

you arrange insurance for your items immediately upon becoming the winning bidder. If any employee or agent of Rich 
Penn Auctions shall pack or transport the merchandise, it is fully at the risk and responsibility and expense of the buyer. 
Rich Penn Auctions shall not be held liable for any loss or damage that may be caused by the said agent or employee. 

Contact: Jon@RichPennAuctions.com or call 319-883-5712 for a full shipping estimate. 
Please provide lot#, dimensions, estimated weight, value and "ship to" zip code. 


